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Build and Maintain Your First Honey Bee Colony, Extract Your Own Honey and Harvest Beeswax

with This Step-By-Step Guide to Beekeeping!Learn everything you need to know with this complete

guide to SAFELY and EASILY starting your first bee colony. READ FOR FREE ON KINDLE

UNLIMITEDEnjoy the satisfaction of harvesting your own honey today! The art of beekeeping is

extremely rewarding and is very safe when done correctly. Everyone can enjoy beekeeping and

raising these extremely important insects that help flowers, plants and crops grow! All you need is

some guidance, and this book aims to provide that to you by covering every area of beekeeping.In

this book you will learn:- Introduction to Beekeeping - The lifecycle of a Honey bee- The basic

structure of a bee colony- How to choose the best type of hive for your needs- How to choose the

right breed of bee for your hive- How to obtain healthy strong bees - How to handle and maintain

your hive safely- Seasonal Beekeeping tasks- How to prevent and easily solve common issues-

How to harvest honey and beeswax- And much much more!Download your kindle copy right now for

a special price of $0.99, regular price 2.99
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Bees can be harmful especially if you are not wearing protective clothing in this book, the author

addresses what to wear and how. For beekeepers it ins necessary to make sure that your hives and

the colony are intact that way you can yield much from it. I found some methods that I had no idea

were existent. Chapter 7 was far much illuminating to me and I learnt new techniques to improve

bee keeping as a source of income.

I bought this book for a friend, obviously I won't do beekeeping in my small appartment, but I asked

him if he liked the book and he told me that it's everything you need to know to start beekeeping.

Great guide to get started. Thanks to this book, he learned everything and fell totally confident to do

it. Highly recommended!

I definitely love honeys and they come from bees. I have never thought of beekeeping in our

backyard because I am terrified of bees. I think the book is perfect for those people who wants to

make money out of this. I respect them because of their bravery when it comes to bees. The book

discussed the basic things that you need to know in starting beekeeping.

I just started this new hobby and found this book very helpful as a beginner in beekeeping. It was

very easy to read, full of useful information about beekeeping. Would recommend it to everyone

thats just starting out exploring the possibilities of this fun hobby

very in-depth and not just into beekeeping. It goes over the history of bees as well as all the other

different types of bees and honey. After all of that, it goes over the methods/tips on maximizing the

most efficient bee business.

This beginners' guide contains a lot of helpful information such as the type of equipment you will

need, the types of bees and hives available, along with a little bit of history on the introduction of

various bees into the United States. It tells you several ways to install the queen bee and the worker

bees into the hive. It also contains purchasing information and information on what and how to feed

your bees, how long to leave the hive alone once you get it set up (in order to encourage the bees

to accept their queen). Once you have the hive set up and the bees have accepted their queen, you

will need to keep the bees healthy and protected from invaders. This guide tells you how to do this,

and more.



Poorly written. This ebook is the worst I have ever read. It is an amazing mess of bad grammar,

misspelled and erroneously used words, terrible sentence structure, and contradictory statements. It

often left me scratching my head wondering what the author was trying to say. I don't think it was

ever proofread before it was published. It's like a new car with a bunch of dents in its body--hard to

understand how it ever got put up for sale. I will be asking  for a refund.
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